We develop a methodology for studying "large deviations type" questions. Our approach does not require that the large deviations principle holds, and is thus applicable to a larg class of systems. We study a system of queues with exponential servers, which share an arrival stream. Arrivals are routed to the (weighted) shortest queue. It is not known whether the large deviations principle holds for this system. Using the tools developed here we derive large deviations type estimates for the most likely behavior, the most likely path to overflow and the probability of overflow. The analysis applies to any finite number of queues. We show via a counterexample that this sytem may exhibit unexpected behavior.
Introduction
The theory of large deviation is an important tool in the analysis of performace of computer communications networks. Much effort is devoted to the development of a theory of large deviations which will apply to a large class of models, namely to a large class of queueing systems, and providing a useful expression for the rate function so that the theory can be applied. However, this proves to be a difficult task. For example, the relatively broad study [5] does not cover our simple system, while the general methods of identifying the rate function [1] does not cover any priority systems, and requires checking rather complex hypothesis. See also their references for related studies. Sources of relevant theory include [4, respectively. The total service rate is µ := µ 1 + µ 2 . There are Poisson arrivals with rate λ. Let x i denote the number of customers in queue i. An arrival is routed to one of the queues according to a control policy of the following type. The control is characterised by two positive numbers r 1 , r 2 such that whenever x 1 /r 1 ≤ x 2 /r 2 , the arriving customer is routed to queue 1, and otherwise to queue 2. To describe the control geometrically we imagine the line r △ = (r 1 , r 2 ) · t, t ∈ R + . When the state x = (x 1 , x 2 ) of the system is on or above the line r, arrivals join queue 1, and when the state is below the line, arrivals join queue 2. Let us call this line the control diagonal, or simply the diagonal. In accordance with the traditional JSQ terminology we say that arrivals join the shorter queue, although they actually join the "shortest weighted" queue. Generalizing to more than two queues, service rates are µ i , i = 1, . . . , K, and the control is determined by the (strictly) positive numbers r i , i = 1, . . . , K. If the vector of queue sizes is x = (x 1 , . . . , x K ) then an arrival is routed to the queue with the smallest value of x i /r i . We assume a fixed rule to break ties. We let i x denote the queue to which an arrival will be sent, if the queue sizes are given by x. The particular choice is of no consequence to our analysis: we only assume that i x = i αx for all α > 0, that is, the choice depends only on the relative sizes of the queues. The case r i = r j corresponds to the traditional JSQ and then r is indeed the diagonal. Another special JSQ control is obtained by setting r i = µ i : in this case the arriving customers join the queue with the smallest expected waiting time.
Denote by e i the unit vector in direction i = 1, . . . , K, that is, e 1 = (1, 0, . . . , 0) etc. We also denote e −i = −e i . Vectors are viewed as row vectors. We use the notation |x| = x 1 + · · · + x K . We use x to denote points in the state space Z K + , the vectors with positive integer entries. Here x = (x 1 , . . . , x K ) is the vector of queue sizes. However, since we are dealing with scaled processes, we shall use the space R K + , the positive K-dimensional orthant. Our scaled process is denoted by z n : this is the process were all jumps are of size 1/n, and all rates are multiplied by n. As before, z 1,n = z n · e 1 is the first coordinate of the process z n .
To summarize our conventions, we describe the JSQ process in terms of jump directions and jump rates [17] . 
We are interested in the most likely behavior of this system, and in its transient overflow probabilities. That is, given a starting point and a time T , we are interested in the probability that at time nT the process reaches a given point nx (or actually, reaches a small neighborhood of that point which, in our case, turns out to be the same) for n → ∞. More specifically, we study the large deviations limit of this probability, and we find the so-called optimal behavior of the system until overflow.
In our analysis we couple the process to several other processes, which we now define. Fix a point x and recall that i x denotes the queue to which an arrival will be routed. The local process z l n is obtained by routing all arrivals to queue i x , regardless of changes in queue sizes. The reduced process z r n is a scaled one dimensional M/M/1 process with arrival rate nλ, service rate nµ = nµ 1 + · · · + nµ K , jumps of size 1/n and starting point |x|. Note that the reduced process is stable (in the sense that it reaches 0 with probability one) if and only if µ > λ. As we shall show, this is the stability condition for the JSQ system as well. Finally, the scaled component process z c n is the K + 1-dimensional process were coordinate i is a (scaled) Poisson process with rate nµ i , the K + 1st coordinate is a (scaled) Poisson process with rate nλ and all jumps are of size 1/n. All four processes are coupled by using the same Poisson processes as the arrival and (potential) departure processes. Thus, every arrival entails a jump of size 1/n in (a component of) all four processes, etc.
Most likely behavior
In this section we describe the most likely behavior of the process that starts at a point x. We provide a detailed analysis of the two-dimensional system. The generalization to K dimensions is given in Section 5. The behavior described below is the path that the process follows, with probability nearly equal 1, in the sense of Kurtz's Theorem [17, Theorem 5.3] .
Definition 1 Fix T > 0. We call z ∞ the most likely behavior for a sequence z n of processes over [0, T ] if the following hold. Given ε small enough, there is a constant C 1 > 0 and a function C 2 (ε) > 0 so that
Note that the definition implies that, necessarily, z ∞ (0) = x.
Most likely behavior in dimension 2
If x 1 > 0, x 2 > 0 and x is not on the "diagonal," then at least locally one coordinate of the process is a Poisson process, and the other is the difference of two Poisson processes. Thus Kurtz's theorem applies [17] , and we have Lemma 1 For x above r and off the boundary 0 < x 1 /r 1 < x 2 /r 2 define
Let T x be the first time z ∞ (t) hits either the line r(t) or the vertical line (0, y). Then the most likely path until time T x is to follow z ∞ . Moreover, C 2 is quadratic near ε = 0. Finally, for any given α > 0, the estimate (1) is uniform in {x : T x > α}. The analogue conclusion holds if x is below r.
Proof. This is a direct application of [17, Theorem 5.3] . Consider the local process: it is identical to the JSQ process over the region of interest, and the local process satisfies the conditions of [17, Theorem 5.3] .
Note that, depending on the parameters, the most likely behavior may drive the process closer to r: in this case, depending on x, the process may hit r first or the vertical line first. The behavior depends both on the parameters and on the starting point. In general, if we start above r then, since arrivals all join queue 1, z 2,∞ can only decrease, so that T x is finite. However, if the system is stable then (if we start above r) the slope of z ∞ (t) is in the cone between (e 1 , −e 2 ) clockwise to (−e 1 , 0). More precisely, Corollary 2 Suppose x is above r and off the boundary. Then the most likely path moves down with rate µ 2 . (i) If λ > µ 1 then the most likely path moves to the right. If λ = µ 1 then it moves straight down. In both cases it moves closer to the line r.
(ii) If µ 1 > λ and µ 2 /(µ 1 − λ) ≥ r 2 /r 1 then the most likely path moves to the left. If the last inequality is strict, it draws closer to r. If it is an equality, it moves parallel to r. (iii) If µ 1 > λ and µ 2 /(µ 1 − λ) < r 2 /r 1 then the most likely path moves to the left, and away from r. Suppose now x is below r and off the boundary. Then the most likely path moves to the left with rate µ 1 . (iv) If λ > µ 2 then the most likely path moves up. If λ = µ 2 then it moves straight to the left. In both cases it moves closer to the line r. (v) If µ 2 > λ and µ 1 /(µ 2 − λ) ≥ r 1 /r 2 then the most likely path moves down. If the last inequality is strict, it draws closer to r. If it is an equality, it moves parallel to r. (vi) If µ 2 > λ and µ 1 /(µ 2 − λ) < r 1 /r 2 then the most likely path moves down, and away from r.
(vii) There is no combination of coefficients so that the most likely path moves away from r both when below and when above the line r.
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Lemma 1. Using (2), (i)-(vi) are established by elementary geometry. The last conclusion follows from (iii) and (vi) by simple algebra. 
. Then z ∞ is the most likely path until time T , C 2 is quadratic near ε = 0 and for any α > 0, this estimate is uniform in {x : T x > α}.
Proof. Let z l n denote the local process where arrivals join queue 1. If we couple the two queueing systems (that is, drive them with the same arrival and departure processes) then, at least until one process hits the boundary, z 1,n (t) ≤ z l 1,n (t) and z 2,n (t) ≥ z l 2,n (t). This holds since some arrivals to queue 1 for the process z l n are sent to queue 2 in the JSQ system (when below r). However, z l n satisfies the conditions of Kurtz theorem and so (1) holds. This implies that the scaled JSQ process moves away from r. But once it does, its increments are exactly those of z l n , and another application of Kurtz theorem establishes the Lemma.
Lemma 4 Suppose the starting point x = 0 is on r. Suppose further that neither of the conditions of Corollary 2(iii) or (vi) hold. Let
If the system is stable, define T x as the first time z r ∞ (t) = 0. Otherwise, choose an arbitrary finite T x . Fix T < T x and define z ∞ through
Then the most likely path until time T is z ∞ . Moreover, C 2 is quadratic near ε = 0. Finally, for any α > 0, the estimate (1) is uniform in {x : T x > α}.
Proof. The proof uses standard ideas which will be elaborated for the large deviations calculation, and so will only be described briefly here. First note that these two conditions define a unique path. By coupling the JSQ process with the reduced process we immediately have that the second condition of (3) must hold: that is, in the sense of Kurtz theorem, the scaled process must satisfy this condition. Consider now an initial short period of time.
Since the component process satisfies the conditions of Kurtz theorem, we know that the process (with high probability) cannot move far. If it stays near r, we repeat the argument, to show that it stays near r until T . Once it moves away from r, we can apply Corollary 2 to conclude that it will move in the direction of r. Thus the process stays near r until T (in the sense of Kurtz theorem). Thus the first condition of (3) holds as well.
If x is on the boundary, there are two cases.
Proof. Over the region of interest, the JSQ process is identical to the local process. Until the process reaches either r or the point 0, the two coordinates are statistically independent. The first coordinate is an M/M/1 queue, starting at 0. In case (i) it is stable, and so it stays near 0. In case (ii) it is not stable, so it follows its drift: see [17, Chapter 11] . The second coordinate is a Poisson process, so it follows its mean drift.
Note that we have now estalished our stability claim: the JSQ system is stable if µ 1 +µ 2 > λ. We conclude the analysis of the most likely path by describing the behavior starting at 0.
Lemma 6 Suppose x = 0. If the JSQ is stable than the most likely behavior is to stay near 0. If it is unstable, than the most likely behavior is to follow r, so that z 1,
Proof. If the JSQ is stable then whenever it moves away from 0, the previous results show that it must move towards 0.
In the unstable case, the reduced system follows a straight line away from 0 with speed at least λ − µ 1 + µ 2 > 0. This will be precisely the speed if we are away from the boundaries. But as soon as we move away from 0, our previous results imply that the process must move towards r, and in particular away from the boundaries. Therefor the process moves along r with speed λ − µ 1 − µ 2 .
Most likely path to overflow: dimension 2
We are interested in the probability and the most likely path to buffer overflow. We provide an explicit formula for the case that the system starts empty. Let C = nc be some high level for queue sizes. Buffer overflow occurs when the system reaches any state where one or both queues exceed the high level: {(x 1 , x 2 ) : x 1 ≥ nc or x 2 ≥ nc}. Unless we start very close to the set of overflow states, this set is hit at the unique system state x = (r 1 , r 2 )nβ where the diagonal crosses the boundary of the overflow set. For example, if r 1 > r 2 then β = c/r 1 . In this section we assume explicitly that the JSQ system is stable, for otherwise the event of reaching overflow is not rare, and the most likely behavior brings the process to the mentioned overflow state (with probability equal nearly 1, as demonstrated in the previous section).
The concept of most likely (or optimal) path is related to the usual scaling of the system and taking large deviations limits, as in [17] . The scaled JSQ process z n is defined in Section 2. This is a piecewise constant process. It is often more convenient to work with a process with continuous paths, which is obtained by a linearly interpolating the original process between jump points. We do not distinguish between the piecewise-constant jump process and the piecewise-linear version, since the two are exponentially equivalent [17] .
A path φ is a continuous function [0, T ] → R 2 + mapping a finite time interval into the state space of the scaled JSQ process. The open ε-ball around a path φ is the collection of paths
Although we neither assume nor prove that the large deviations principle holds for our system, we shall make use of the following definitions.
Definition 2 A sequence {y n } satisfies the large deviations principle with rate function I(·) if I is non negative, lower semicontinuous and
for all closed C, and
We call ℓ the local rate function if for any absolutely continuous φ on [t 0 , t 1 ],
and I(φ) = ∞ if φ is not absolutely continuous.
Let x 0 and x T be two points and φ be a path with φ(0) = x 0 , and φ(T ) = x T . We are concerned with the probability that z n stays close to φ, given that lim n→∞ z n (0) = x 0 = φ(0). We denote this by P x 0 (z n ∈ B ε (φ)).
Definition 3
We say that a path φ is more likely than the path ψ if
We call φ the optimal path from x 0 to x T if this holds for all ψ = φ.
Note that this relation is transitive, that is, if φ is more likely than ψ and ψ is more likely than η then φ is more likely than η. We would like to know what these optimal paths look like, given any starting and ending point. The most interesting paths are those leading to overflow. We have already indicated that overflow is reached via the diagonal point (r 1 , r 2 )β, hence the optimal path to overflow always ends (at time T ) at this point. Furthermore, since the first queue cannot grow below the diagonal and the second queue cannot grow above the diagonal, the only way to reach the overflow point (r 1 , r 2 )β is by reaching the diagonal and then following it in an upward direction (both coordinates increase). A path or a piece of path where both coordinates increase (strictly!) is called increasing. We can split our search of optimal path into two:
• Given a starting point x 0 and a time T , how is the diagonal reached?
• Given a starting point on the diagonal and a time T , what is the optimal path that increases along the diagonal?
We deal with the second question: it will be clear that the same methods apply to the first. So, consider paths which start on the diagonal, r 0 := (r 1 , r 2 )α for some 0 < α < β, increase along the diagonal, and end at the overflow point r T := (r 1 , r 2 )β at time T . Notice that we restrict-for the moment-the starting point to avoid the point 0. The reason is that if you stay near the diagonal starting at r 0 , then both servers are kept busy. This makes it easier to treat the process.
Lemma 7 Let ψ be path from r 0 to r T , increasing along the diagonal. Let
Then φ is more likely than ψ.
Proof. Recall |x| := x 1 + x 2 . We show that the probability for the JSQ process to stay near φ is (asymptoticaly) the same as the probability for the reduced process to stay near |φ| and, in addition, it is larger than the probability to stay near any other path ψ that stays on the diagonal. Recall the definition of the coupled reduced process z r n (an M/M/1 queue with arrival rate λ and service rate µ = µ 1 + µ 2 ). For ε < min{r 
The inclusions (5) 
The last equality holds since the M/M/1 process satisfies the LDP. We now claim that, in fact, both departure processes as well as the arrival process are nearly straight lines. This follows from [17, Lemma 7 .25] as follows. Consider the augmented M/M/1 queue where we look at a 4-dimensional process, consisting of the 3 independent Poisson processes of the component process z c , and the M/M/1 process whose arrival process is the Poisson λ process, and whose service process consists of (the superposition of) the other two independent processes. This M/M/1 process has exactly the desired distribution, and by [17, Lemma 7 .25], each of the coordinate processes follows a straight line (note that in our case, the rates and hence ℓ in [17, Eq. 7.25] do not depend on x, and r is linear so that y there is fixed, so that θ(s) and λ j (r(s)) do not depend on s, and so wr i there is a straight line). But if arrivals and departures follow a straight line, and the M/M/1 queue follows |φ|, then by the definition of the JSQ, it follows φ. Therefore, we have for all ε > 0 lim inf
Take ε ↓ 0 in (7) and use (6) to conclude that φ is more likely than ψ.
We now extend Lemma 7 to include the starting point 0.
Lemma 8 Let r 0 = (0, 0), r T = (r 1 , r 2 )β. Define φ(t) := (r 1 , r 2 )βt/T , 0 ≤ t ≤ T . Let ψ be any other path from 0 to r T on [0, T ] which increases along the diagonal. Then φ is more likely than ψ.
Proof. The difficulty here is that if one of the queues is empty but the other is not, then z n does not behave like z r n . Let t(ε) be the first time that ψ i (t) > ε for all i. Then after t(ε), if z n is in B ε (ψ) then none of the queues empties again. So let φ ε be the direct path from ψ(t(ε)) to r T . We can now repeat the arguments of Lemma 7, with two minor changes. First, here the starting point of z r (t(ε)) is |ψ(t(ε))| which is not necessarily equal to |z n (t(ε))|: however their distance for the paths of z n that stay in B ε (ψ) is at most ε. As ε → 0, this does not change the proof. Finally,
≤ P 0 (z r n ∈ B ε (|φ|), t ≥ t(ε)) so that the argument of (6) applies once we note that
where η(ε) → 0 as ε ↓ 0. With these changes the previous proof applies.
Remark The fact that paths with constant speed are most likely among all increasing paths along the diagonal also holds for decreasing paths.
Lemma 8 compares φ only to other strictly increasing paths. We show below that for large T the most likely path stays near 0 and then follows φ. We call a straight line path with constant speed a direct path. From the two preceeding Lemmas we deduce Corollary 9 Let φ be a direct path, increasing along the diagonal. Then
exists. Let T be the duration of the path φ, and ℓ(·) the local rate function of the (non empty) M(λ)/M(µ)/1 queue [17, Expression (7.17)]. Then
where I is given in (4) and J is strictly convex in T . If φ is decreasing than the result holds with a minus sign for |φ(T ) − φ(0)| in (9).
Proof. That the limit exists follows directly from the proof of Lemma 7 (and of Lemma 8 in case the starting point is 0), particularly by inequalities (6) and (7) . Also these inequalities say that the limit equals the Large Deviations cost rate going from |φ(0)| to |φ(T )| in T time units by the M(λ)/M(µ)/1 queue. The cost function is as stated in (9) . Convexity follows by differentiation since ℓ is strictly convex.
Remark A similar result (limit exists and exact expression) holds for any direct path φ which does not cross the diagonal, for the following reason. Consider a (vector) process where the coordinates are statistically independent. Suppose an equation of the type (8) holds for each coordinate seperately, with rate I i (φ i ) for the ith coordinate. Then it is easy to show that (8) also holds for the full process, and I(φ) = I i (φ i ). More explicitely, z 1,n ∈ B ε/2 (φ 1 ) and z 2,n ∈ B ε/2 (φ 2 ) ⊂ {z n ∈ B ε (φ)} ⊂ {z 1,n ∈ B ε (φ 1 ) and z 2,n ∈ B ε (φ 2 )} so that the desired limit exists, and the rate functions add. Now a direct path that does not cross the diagonal is of one of the following types.
• Except possibly for the starting and/or ending point, the path lies entirely in one of the two interiors of the JSQ, i.e., either below or above the diagonal, and away from the boundaries. In these areas the system is equivalent to the local process, for which one coordinate is a Poisson process and the other an independent M/M/1 queue, so that we have an LDP (end points are easily dealt with in case they lie on a boundary, cf. proof of Lemma 8).
• The path goes along one of the boundaries. Here again the process is equivalent to the local process, comprising of a Poisson and an independent M/M/1 queue. Since the LDP holds for each of the independent coordinates, it also holds for the process, and the rate function is simply the sum of the two rates, one for each coordinate.
Remark We call the expression I(φ) the rate or the cost of the path φ. (9) holds for any direct path in the quadrant which does not cross any boundary. Clearly for increasing paths (both coordinates grow) other than along the diagonal, the cost is ∞.
Remark We have not yet settled the optimal paths! Lemmas 7 and 8 say only that direct paths along the diagonal are the most likely increasing paths. The optimal path may decrease from the start until some time epoch and then increase. This was our first question earlier in this section.
First we consider paths starting at 0. When the time to overflow T is large enough, the optimal path remains at 0 and then moves straight with constant speed µ 1 + µ 2 − λ to the overflow point. Otherwise, it leaves 0 immediately and moves with constant speed.
The most likely way for the stable JSQ to reach the overflow point r T = (r 1 , r 2 )β starting at 0, is:
0 then the optimal path is the direct path between 0 and r T , i.e., φ(t) = (r 1 , r 2 )βt/ T,, t ∈ [0, T ], with cost rate I(φ) = J(T, |r T |). (ii) If T > T * 0 then the optimal path is to stay in 0 until T − T * 0 , and then proceed along the the diagonal with speed µ 1 + µ 2 − λ, i.e.
and φ(t) = 0, t ∈ [0, T − T * 0 ], with cost rate
Proof. Let ψ a path containing a detour. That is, there are t 1 < t 2 < t 3 with ψ(0) = 0, ψ(T ) = r T , ψ(t 1 ) and ψ(t 2 ) are on the diagonal and ψ(t) is not on the diagonal for t 1 < t < t 2 . Since min{z 1,n (t)/r 1 , z 2,n (t)/r 2 } can only increase on the diagonal, then if z n is near ψ with positive probability, then necessarily ψ(t 2 ) is below and to the left of ψ(t 1 ). Since ψ(T ) = r T and since increase only occurs on the diagonal, there must be a t 3 , the smallest time after t 2 so that ψ(t 3 ) = ψ(t 1 ). Define ∆ = t 3 − t 1 and consider
We now use coupling to show that the probability to stay near ψ is larger than that of ψ. To do this, consider the scaled component process z c n . Construct the coupled process z c n by interchanging its segments as in (10) . Since Poisson processes are memoryless, the distribution of the two processes is the same. By this coupling,
Since the JSQ system is stable,
Thus paths without detours are more likely. But then Corollary 9 applies, and the cost is that of the reduced M/M/1 queue, which gives (i) and (ii).
General starting point
The methods leading to Theorem 10 can be used to derive the most likely path to overflow, starting at any point. Below we provide some results in this direction: for proofs we refer to [16] . We need the following fact.
Lemma 11 Let φ be a concatenation of K direct paths. Then the limit
If φ k does not cross the diagonal, then I(φ k ) has an explicit representation (e.g. (9)).
The proof of this lemma uses standard continuity arguments, and in particular continuity of the rate function with respect to shifts, and homogeneity of the process away from the diagonal and the boundaries. Optimal paths to overflow cannot be too complicated.
Theorem 12
The optimal path to overflow has the following properties. It is composed of a finite number of direct paths. The direction or speed do not change in the interiors (i.e. they only change either on the diagonal or when at least one coordinate equals 0). If it spends time below the diagonal, then it does not spend time above the diagonal and conversely. If φ i (t) = 0 for some t > 0, then φ i (t) = 0 in some interval containing t.
The proofs of these statements use arguments as in Lemma 7.
More can be obtained when the starting point is on the diagonal. Recall the definition of the reduced process, and the related cost function (9) . The latter is the cost rate for an M/M/1 queue, which is a strictly convex, unimodal function. Its minimum is easily determined:
Theorem 13 Suppose the starting point is on the diagonal.
(ii) There is a T * such that for T > T * , the optimal path to overflow follows the most likely behavior to 0, stays there until T − T * and then follows a direct path with speed µ 1 + µ 2 − λ to overflow. The cost rate equals
It may be surprising at first glance that this is not the general case.
Theorem 14
Suppose the parameters are such that the most likely path moves down and away from the diagonal. Fix a non-zero starting point r 0 on the diagonal. Then there is a T such that the most likely path to overflow in time T moves down until queue 2 empties, then moves left and then up to the diagonal, and finally through a direct path to overflow. Throughout the path, its first coordinate (queue 1) stays away from 0.
The basic argument here is continuity. For details and an explicit example see [16] .
The conclusions we can draw for the two dimensional system are as follows. The most likely behavior can be computed explicitely, starting at any point. The most likely path to overflow can be found by solving a finite dimensional optimization problem: we need to compute the rate function over a finite collection of candidate paths, each composed of several direct path segments. For each such segment, the rate can be computed explicitely.
However, it is quite clear that the complexity of the problem grows quite fast as the dimension of the system increases. In the next section we comment on the extension.
Extension to higher dimensions
In this section we describe how the results for two dimensions can be extended to the more general model. As we shall see, the results for the most likely behavior extend naturally, and the complexity grows but is quite manageable. For the overflow problem the situation is more complex.
Most likely behavior in higher dimensions
The most likely behavior can be analyzed much in the same way as the two dimensional system, and so we only comment on this. (i) First note that if the JSQ system is unstable, namely K i=1 µ i < λ then, by the previous arguments, the most likely behavior is to approach the line r(t) and then follow that line, where the reduced system satisfies
(ii) Suppose that some queues are empty, and some are not. Without loss of generality, assume that x i = 0, i = 1, . . . , i x and x i > 0, i > i x . Suppose moreover that the subsystem consisting of i x queues is unstable, that is ix i=1 µ i < λ. Then queues 1, . . . , i x are statistically independent of the rest of the queues until one of the other queues reaches a value of z i,n (t)/ r i that is equal or lower than that of one of the first i x queues. Therefore, for our local (short-time) analysis, we need not consider those queues: their behavior is simply to follow their drift −µ i e i . We therefor ignore those queues, which amounts to setting K = i x . Now by definition, the reduced system is unstable, and moreover, it is coupled to our system whenever all queues are non empty. But by definition, none of the ratios z i,n (t)/r i will be larger than 1 unless all are at least 1. Thus we see that the total size of the queues 1, . . . , i x increases at the rate λ − ix i=1 µ i of the reduced system, and as analyzed before the increase is towards r. (iii) If the subsystem is stable, than the same reasoning shows that these queues will remain empty. The queues we ignored recieve no arrivals, and therefore grow smaller. As another queue empties, the stable system which now consists of one more queue is obviously stable (more departures with the same arrival rate), and so eventually all queues will empty. (iv) Suppose now that there are no empty queues, but that a subset of the queues have nearly the same product x i /r i , and further, that this product is smaller than for other queues. Again, without loss of generality, assume x i /r i < x j /r j for all i ≤ i x < j. As before, we can consider the first group of queues, ignoring the rest. If the subsystem is unstable, that is ix i=1 µ i < λ then, as before, the most likely path is for this set of queues to grow along r, until z i,n (t)/r i ≥ z j,n (t)/r j for some j > i x . This will eventually happen, as the other queues all decrease while the first queues all grow. At that point, if with the additional queue the system is still unstable, the present analysis holds, with new growth rates. (v) Finally, if the subsystem is stable, it may decrease along r. To find out if this is the case, consider the queue (among the first i x queues), say j, with the smallest ratio of µ i /r i . This queue is our candidate to empty slower than the rest of the queues, thus staying "above the diagonal" r. To find out if this happens, we compute the rate at which the remaining queues empty. This is done by considering the reduced system with i x − 1 queues, then calculating the rate at which, say, z 1,n (t)/r 1 decreases, and comparing this to µ j /r j . If the latter is larger, then we know that queue j empties as fast as the remaining group, and the most likely behavior is for these i x queues to decrease together along r. However, if µ j /r j is smaller, than indeed it will stay larger even though no arrivals join queue j. We then repeat the procedure, to check if another queue should be excluded. Once this procedure is complete, The remaining group of queues empty along r, until they are all empty. This concludes the last case in our analysis.
We note that, unlike other systems, here the boudaries do not hamper our analysis. This is the case since, for our purposes, the coordinates decouple except at 0 and on r. In the first case, a one-dimensional analysis provides the picture. In the second case, the boundaries play no role, and the analysis near r can be completed.
Most likely path to overflow in higher dimensions
We note that the methods of this paper apply to the higher dimensional system. These methods show that the rate function is the correct (asymptotic-logarithmic) value of the probabilities of overflow, even though the general large deviations principle may not hold. The main results, namely Theorem 10 as well as the results of subsection 4.1 hold as stated. Consequently, the infinite-dimensional optimization problem (finding the optimal path) is reduced to a finite dimensional problem: finding the parameters of the optimal path, which is constructed from a finite collection of straight lines with fixed speed. Moreover, the rate function for each such line possesses an explicit expression, since it is the rate for a collection of independent processes, where one process is an M/M/1 queue and the rest are Poisson processes. However, it is also clear that the complexity of the problem increases very fast with the dimension of the system, since the number of possibilities increases rapidly, and complicated paths, such as in Theorem 14 need to be considered. Fortunately, the behavior of this system is relatively simple since increase may only happen along a one-dimensional surface-the diagonal.
